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| Artist statement

My artistic practice involves a variety of media and deals with different political aspects of  space. 
My main field of work consists of photography, installation and video, dedicated to the research of the history, narrative and 
power-relations of different social spaces. My practice is mostly project-based and relies on institutional as well as 
extra-institutional archival work.  In many of my projects I investigate the manner in which these archives translate into a 
spatial reality and what exactly are the ideas, principles and ideologies, influencing and creating public space. 

My current place of residence is Jaffa - a Palestinian city occupied in 1948 with many of its residents at that time having been 
deported by the occupying Israeli army. The city's different historic layers, the evident processes of demolition and alteration, 
the accumulating processes of construction and creation, and its fascinating human fabric which is the result of them, are the 
main conceptual and material sources of my artistic work. The main questions I raise in my research are- how can we read and 
decipher these processes from a spatial point of view? How does space influence and shape these processes? How can one 
rehabilitate the past? And what is art's potential in imagining new forms of being which are not relying on narratives of alteration 
and violence?

I am interested in the way materials, plans and architectural products act alongside and as part of different social mechanisms. 
In my artistic practice I combine my professional knowledge with a wide critical understanding of social reality, especially in 
conflictual zones in which different symbols appearing in public space carry profound and sometimes contradictory meanings. 



Flesh & Stones
Video performance
single-chanel video, 25’, color, sound
2018

Still from video

A group of performers moving slowly between the concrete blocks of George Penker’s landscape sculpture “waterfall”. They 
become part of the sculpture by extending its lines and surfaces and extending time to its limit by moving as slowly and 
minimally as they can. Together with the sculpture and the wild nature growing around it, they create a dynamic monument of 
a purposeless moving structure.
    The site is located at a central point of the brutalist RUB campus and stands out for its different quality. While the entire 
campus is designed as a huge monumental structure in a manner that is beyond the scope of human beings, the sculpture 
creates an “island” of simplicity on a human scale.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8gZIF-2nBI&t=9s


Flesh & Stones
Video performance, single-chanel video, 25’, color, sound
2018

Still from video

*The artwork was created in the framework of CHE BELLA BRUTTA! 
A project by the MFA-program “Public Art and New Artistic Strategies” Faculty of Art and Design, 
Bauhaus-Universität Weimar in collaboration with RUB Arts & Culture International and the M.A. 
Scenic Research of Ruhr-Universität Bochum.

I chose to use the sculpture, scattered along a slope, to counteract with movement the core values standing at the base of the 
campus’ planning: control, order, productivity and functionality. As the entire site is a German listed monument for preserving 
the Brutalist architectural heritage, my intention is to create a temporary living structure, raising the importance of inefficiency, 
flexibility and unproductive action: the right not to be functional.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8gZIF-2nBI&t=9s


(W. G. Sebald, ‘Austerlitz’)

“...I remember, said Austerlitz, that in the middle of this vision of imprisonment and liberation I could not stop wondering whether it 
was a ruin or a building in the process of construction that I had entered. Both ideas were right in a way at the same time, since the 
new station was literally rising from the ruins of the old…”

Erfurt’s Train Station
Colour injekt print
2018



*The artwork was created in the framework of “Im Niemandsland – Lost
Places in Thüringen”

What Do the Walls Tell?
A series of Colour injects prints | 30*20 cm
2018 | Pößneck, Thüringen



*The artwork was created in the framework of “Im Niemandsland – Lost
Places in Thüringen”

In my photos series, I document the Vogel Verlag [publishing] in Pößneck, Thüringen, trying to capture its grace and find some 
hints of its future story. The large-scale industrial building has stood empty for some years. Like many other industrial structures 
in the region, closing the factory has created a void. While the area around continues to develop, the function fluctuating as the 
times require, this island of an almost forgotten past has changed too - but in quite different ways. 

In this series of photomontages, Ive placed and blended details from throughout the building within a different setting. All the 
pictures and elements were taken at the building in its myriad rooms, corridors, and workshops. What arises is a stark yet also 
harmonious representation of the fluid transmutation of place and time that transpires at a site of abandonment and desertion. 
This is  subtle attempt to define the aesthetics of the building’s architecture and seek for possible renewal. 
The industrial era is over indeed, and it played a major part in forming the Thuringian landscape, but it should not be left as a 
void. Instead, let its memory and details be shaped anew.

What Do the Walls Tell?
A series of Colour injects prints | 30*20 cm
2018 | Pößneck, Thüringen



Split/Complete
Participatory Action 
2017 | Jaffa, Israel



A participatory action I conducted with a group of neighbours, artists, local activists, planners and researchers, in a site of an 
abandoned Palestinian house, standing alone in the middle of a Jaffa square. 
After discovering the building is actually just the Southern wing of a formerly larger structure, which was sharply severed, I 
started to collect information about the site and created a drawing of the original floor plan of the house. By gathering 
remnants of building-material found nearby the site with the group, we recreated the full outline of the original structure. And 
so, by re-evoking the house's presence, we brought back to the site its past proportions - of a large house with a garden, rather 
than a bare monument standing on an empty lot. 
Moreover, visually representing the building’s story in the public space and collaborating with people from different disciplines, 
gave the opportunity to achieve a wider discourse regarding the Palestinian assets owned by the state of Israel, among the local 
and the proffessional communities.

Split/Complete
Participatory Action 
2017 | Jaffa, Israel



Qattan’s Salon
Participatory Action 
2017 | Jaffa, Israel

During the research I made for the “Split-Complete” intervention I realized the Tel-Aviv municipality gave the house in 2009 to 
the pre-military preparatory school  of the Reformist Judaism Movement for it to use it as dormitory, school, and base for 
voluntary, cultural and communal involvement activities in Jaffa. Since most of the population in the area is Palestinian, that 
decision contains explosive potential of creating unhealthy friction between the two different populations.
In order to allow people see the diverse layers of the building I conducted a public tour, leading a series of meetings with 
experts, stakeholders and residents. Each one shared with the audience their own perspective regarding the site. We discussed 
the house’s past as the home of the Qattan family, its present as a conflict arena and future possible/desired plans.



In terms of its contemporary spatial context the house's sinew is its public potential, but in its current state it functions merely 
as a lacuna. The plan designated by the municipality is taken as an insult by the residents, who were not included in the process 
of decisions making at all. Therefore, following the tour I screened Kamal Aljafari’s movie ‘Port of Memory’ (2010), which deals 
with the geographical and political context of the building in a poetic manner. By doing so I wished to implement the communal 
potential and suggest an alternative to the current plan.

Qattan’s Salon
Participatory Action 
2017 | Jaffa, Israel



The Land Lord & The Happiest of All Arabs
Installation view 
2016

installation view



Installation “The Land Lord”
Aprinter producing appartment contracts
2016

detail

installation view

Installation in which a regular household printer 
continuously replicates the rental agreements of the 
public-housing flat I used to live in for four years in 
Jaffa. Through the document replication and the 
visualization of bureaucracy, the work re-enacts 
Jaffa's real-estate market which has been going 
through rapid changes and accelerated gentrification 
processes.



“Subject: the Orthodox-Armenian 
school building in Jaffa.
I hereby inform you that the navy 
is occupying the building as of 
10th June 1948”

Installation “The Happiest of All Arabs”
Documents from the IDF archives / Jaffa martial law files
2016

detail

As part of an extensive research about the IDF's 
involvement in the real-estate market in my area of 
residence, I scanned documents of the Israeli Military 
Governance of Jaffa from the years 1948-1952. I used 
documents containing correspondence regarding two 
significant issues: the take-over of deported 
Palestinians' houses by the newly-created Israeli army 
in order to use them as military facilities, and inquiries 
about the original owners of those houses and their 
value estimates – with the prospect of selling them in 
the future. 
In my work "The Happiest of all Arabs" I exhibit framed 
scans of chosen documents, bringing to light the army's 
capitalisation on those "Absentees' property"– the 
houses abandoned by their Palestinian owners in 1948.

*the title is a quote from a report referring to the 
condition of the Palestinian population that remained 
in Jaffa after the establishment of the state of Israel.



“Bleached White-City”
Video projection
2015 | Night-Light festival, south Tel-Aviv

Video documentation

Continuous video screening of hands painting a surface in white. The work was projected on the well-house of the Nablussi family – which 
was a wealthy family and owner of many orchards – and is standing abandoned since 1948. 
That well-house is located in a neglected South Tel-Aviv immigrant quarter, and the painting action relates to the long abandonment and 
debasement of the house by its surroundings. Do the anonymous hands try to repair it or to erase it? The work was inspired by the work 
of the theoretician Sharon Rotbart as it appears in his book "Black City White City", in which he critically relates to Tel Aviv being branded 
as a "White City" as an expression of its European nature. However, the city's quarter known as Neve Sha'anan is conceived as "a black 
hole", an area not included in the city's branding, and which actually reflects the opposite. Therefore, the aggressive manner in which the 
painting is performed in the video, presents itself as an attempt to "white-wash" the structure's existence.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59gm-MW2hBA&t=6s


“Forgetabilia”
Mixed media - Object series 
2016 |Mamila, Jerusalem



“Forgetabilia”
Mixed media - Object series 
2016 |Mamila, Jerusalem

As part of a collective research process with the Empty-House Collective, I unravelled the history of an abandoned house in the Mamila 
neighbourhood in Jerusalem. In combination with archival materials and residents' testimonies, we managed to expose the building's story 
and to locate its original owners. From the research around that building I created Forgetabilia, a series of objects which - in contrast to 
the kind of memorabilia usually sold around the city, trying to fix and reinforce a certain narrative – give rise to questions and hidden 
conflicts. My process involved using key figures from the local history and items from the area and creating from them objects and 
talismans that are turning our gaze towards controversial issues such as the witnesses' identities, the construction of narratives, and the 
religiosity of objects. 



“Forgetabilia”
Participatory  action  
2015 | Temple-Mount, Jerusalem

Forgetabilia kit content



postcards

The Forgetabilia project was initiated in 2015 for the 
"Under the Mountain" festival in Jerusalem, which took 
place around the temple-mount. During the festival I 
conducted an interactive site-specific performance, 
reacting to the memorabilia on sale in the different 
tourist-shops of the old-city. These shops sell a variety of 
items perpetuating familiar and common narratives 
through religious, military and national symbols, religious 
artefacts, and orientalist motifs (such as camels and idyllic 
sceneries). 
I, in contrast, chose to create a series of items taken from 
the "open wounds" of that space – conflictual zones and 
controversial occurrences. For example – the separation 
wall, the Holyland project, Palestinian civilian uprisings 
(Intifadas), terror events, etc'. My Forgetabilia was "sold" 
to by-passers in exchange for a memory – personal or 
collective – which they would have liked to forget. 

“Forgetabilia”
Participatory  action  
2015 | Temple-Mount, Jerusalem



Video documentation
Installation  “Under Destruction”
Mixed media, 3-channel video, concrete casting | 200X250 cm
2014

installation view

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yj-dF0K8yCc&t=12s


detaildetail

An installation made of a model of a ruined city on which a video is projected, alongside two video channels showing the model 
from the inside. The work enables the viewer to enjoy the beauty of destruction, in contrast to the way imagery of destruction 
is usually shown by the media – hectic, fleeting, and distant. The modern approach attempts to erase the disaster area and to 
replace it with a smooth, uniform artificial order. This utopic approach disregards the fact that every place has its own unique 
form and shape which are the imprints of its history, layers and layers of civilizations and their destruction. In contrast to the 
immediate tendency to erase and start over, the work offers a view of the ruins of modernist creation as an opportunity for 
creating a unique, diverse and multi-layered space.

Video documentation
Installation  “Under Destruction”
Mixed media, 3-channel video, concrete casting | 200X250 cm
2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yj-dF0K8yCc&t=12s


Relief  “AnarchiTechture”
Plaster casting | 30X30 cm
2014

model #2model #1

A material work dealing with processes of destruction and renewal. In the first model I created a scheme of the buildings' 
volumes around where I live, and then gradually destroyed it while looking for the point where it was on the verge of losing its 
spatial DNA. 
In the second model I made a mould of the destructed model, preserving the memory of the original landscape yet creating a 
new material presence. Thus, like an archaeological site, the mould retains the previous layers of information.



[Untitled]
Photography series
Jaffa, 2013

A series of photos taken in summer 2013 in Jaffa.  A documentary research, through which I tried to retrace the city's history through the 
destruction and construction of its buildings. Jaffa's destruction is the result of power struggles, not just over the city itself but also over its 
history and memory. The ruins of Palestinian houses and buildings are taken for granted as part of the scenery – The ruin has become the 
"obvious" condition of the original architecture – which makes it easier to forget that it once was habitable building. But alongside the 
neglect, the surrounding areas were experiencing a massive real-estate "revival" – luxury houses and hotels intended for new populations 
under the attire of romantic preservation. In my photos I noticed the processes of gentrification and started asking questions about the 
original inhabitants and their homes. 



[Untitled]
Photography series
Jaffa, 2013



“Here we buy properties in cash”

[Untitled]
Photography series
Jaffa, 2013



“Here nothing changes” (also- urinal)

[Untitled]
Photography series
Jaffa, 2013



[Untitled]
Photography series
Jaffa, 2013




